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Videogame Theater

Posted in: Disc Reviews by Michael Durr on February 26th, 2009

Most of you know that video games are very near and dear to

my heart. When it comes to video games on my TV, I’m

usually restricted to G4’s X-Play or perhaps somebody got a

hold of a license and turned it into a bad movie. Sure, there

are times when they try to turn video game comedy into a

sitcom of some sort. Game Over even though it was 

awesome, only lasted six episodes. In fact, Code Monkeys is 

the only current sitcom I know of that is using video games 

as a primary source of material. Needless to say, I was very

interested when I saw Videogame Theater on my review list.

I found my expectations to be too high.

Ever wonder what would happen if various video game

legends were made into puppets and given a more real world

approach to their character? There is Pac-Man who must be

addicted to “Power Pills” and have a broken family. There is

Donkey Kong and Mario who work at a construction site and

fight over the foreman’s daughter. Lara Croft, well she’s part

of a college sorority and in danger of expulsion if she can’t

pass the archeology final.

There is another stranger episode where the Joust rider and

his ostrich engage in human/ostrich love making?

Furthermore, there are both males (not that one of them being a female makes it any less strange)

and they end up having some sort of a mutant love child. I think this is where those pterodactyls

came from. If that didn’t stop you in your tracks, go back and read those last few lines again, I’ll

wait. So who created this mess anyway?

Videogame Theater is created by BJ Guyer, Scott Chernoff, and Frank Meyer. If you are still

going who, BJ Guyer was the puppet mind behind Crank Yankers and Team America. This certainly

explains the human on ostrich puppet sex scene. There is one problem, the show is very average.

Videogames, especially ones made in the late 70’s or 80’s are rich with humor. There are clichés

and stereotypes all over the place. Instead, the show just gets odd and most of the jokes fall flat

the first and tenth time they tell them.

The biggest extension of the problem is how often in the fourteen episodes they feel the need to go

back to the worst depicted character of them all – Pac Man. They start off with an episode about

him being on drugs, drunk and living in a broken home. Then six of the next thirteen episodes are

some bizarre yearly video blog where Pac shows up, usually in a bad hair-piece and prates on about

how it won’t get any better than this. The rest of the characters get about an episode a piece and

the mild exception besides cameos is Q-Bert who gets a pretty decent 2-part episode.
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Video

The show is presented in 1.33:1 Fullscreen. The video reminds me of bad quality videos from

YouTube with pixilation all over the place. The puppets (with the exception of Pac-Man) are actually

created pretty decently. The problem is the material they either used to film it or master it looks

less than decent. I also still have a problem to this day when they use puppets and can’t digitally

take out the sticks and other common artifacts associated with propping up the puppets.

Audio

The audio is in English Dolby Digital 2.0. The audio is actually quite loud and dialog is very clear. I

had to actually turn it down a few notches. Or perhaps I was just sick and tired of hearing that darn

theme song every 5 minutes. Needless to say, everything stays centered and you won’t get any too

many dazzling sound effects.

Special Features
German Interview 3:50: An interview with some German television station, mostly in you
guessed it German. Even when the creators are talking in English, the dubbing is so loud over
the voices, you can’t make out what they are saying (unless you read lips I guess).

Meet the Puppets 1:37: A very short piece with the creators about the various puppets
used. Too short to be of any real use.

Behind the Scenes 2:48: Another short piece that goes quickly behind the scenes of the
show and does very little to explain the process. That could explain why each short is only
about 5 minutes long.

Slideshow 5:52: The best extra is actually a slideshow of various pictures set to some of the
original music in the show. These pictures range from the show itself to behind the scenes
footage.

Final Thoughts

This is another one of those situations where I wanted to like a show very much. I was actually

excited when I received the dvd. However, my desires were not meant to be fulfilled on this show.

The video’s reliance on a single, poorly done character drags down the episodes considerably. Some

of the episodes are decent but those are few and far between. For the most part, the show is a

mixed bag. It doesn’t help each episode is only about five minutes and good sitcom jokes usually

take longer than that to really be funny. I want to recommend it, but I can’t. Transmission no. 300,

out.
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Pac-Man: The Insatiable Hunger

Donkey Kong vs Mario: A Barrel of Hope

Pac-Man’s Video Blog: 1979

Lara Croft: An Illicit Education

Pac-Man’s Video Blog: 1982

Joust: The Forbidden Fruit

Pac-Man’s Video Blog: 1986

Frogger: The Terror Within

Pac-Man’s Video Blog: 1992

Defenders of the Universe

Pac-Man’s Video Blog: 1999

Qbert: Hello My Name is Friend, Part 1

Qbert: Hello My Name is Friend, Part 2

Pac-Man’s Video Blog: 2009
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